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The OXE Diesel Outboard is Now
Available in Turkey and Northern Cyprus

Cimco Marine, the manufacturer behind the diesel outboard OXE, has entered
into a distributor agreement with Ogem Marine A.S. Turkish-based and
experienced marine company, well-known for its dedication to deliver high
performance products to its markets. With this agreement, Cimco opens up
and further extends the availability of the OXE in the Mediterranean, Aegean
Sea and Black Sea.

Ogem Marine has been active in the yachting and maritime sector since 2003,
and introduced many new products and technologies to the Turkish market



since then. They have the reputation for being “the pioneer of foremost and
innovative products”, which correlates well the innovative diesel outboard
OXE they will be distributing from now on.

“We have been following OXE’s progress carefully for a long time. Cimco and
Ogem are definitely a good fit for success and our partnership will introduce
such an admirable product to the market,” says Murat Ozdil, CEO of Ogem
Marine. Cenk Arslan, Director of International Business & Operations at Ogem
Marine continues: “We are glad to be part of the OXE family and we already
feel at home. The whole team here is looking forward to 2017 with OXE
Diesel in our arsenal.”

Ogem Marine has been successfully representing leading brands like Epoca,
Solemar Nautica, Island Packet Yachts, Scorpion Ribs, Intrepid and Poncin
Yachts as well as top notch equipment producers such as Goiot, Eno,
Sanimarin and Tacktick. The business portfolio also covers technical services,
boat building & refit and yacht management. Their wide experience of
working with various brands and offering technical services and repair makes
them a reliable distributor of the OXE Diesel outboard engine.

“Ogem Marine A.S. is the latest addition to our ever growing OXE distribution
network and the team is already off to a flying start with client interest and
orders both large and small,” says Jim Denley, Distribution Developer at
Cimco Marine. “This partnership truly opens up and further extends the
availability and support for OXE in the Mediterranean, as well as the Aegean
Sea and of course the Black Sea. Cimco extends a warm welcome to Ogem
and we expect them to have nothing less than certain success as exclusive
OXE Diesel representatives in the territory of Turkey and Northern Cyprus.
2017 is now set to see the presence of OXE Diesel in and on every sea and
ocean covering the planet!”

Ogem’s innovative driven business culture and dedication to deliver high
performance products will allow resellers and clients to reap the full benefits
and value of OXE Diesel outboard engine.

Cimco Marine is the marine manufacturer behind OXE Diesel - the world’s
first high performance diesel outboard engine. Setting new standards for
durability, fuel-efficiency and low emissions.



For more information about the OXE Diesel, visit www.oxe-diesel.com
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